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Tymex Plastics has greatly benefitted from our association with GeoStar Professionals.  Our engagement 

began with GeoStar guiding Tymex through an energy efficient lighting upgrade.  GeoStar delivered 

financing for the project as well as project management of the upgrade.  Not only are the results 

dramatic but the financing for the project is being fully funded by the savings realized in reduced 

electricity consumption. 

GeoStar then helped take our electricity savings to the next level.  Our local electric company, CPP, 

serves as both utility and supplier.  Because of this, the price CPP charges for electricity is not the most 

competitive.  Our line of manufacturing consumes high volumes of electricity, thus being able to reduce 

this expense was very important.  In order to replace CPP as our utility company and supplier, not only 

did CPP need to be informed, a new utility company agreement had to be signed, a new transformer 

needed to be purchased since different utility companies deliver at different specifications, and a host of 

vendors and laborers needed to be coordinated to ensure a seamless transition.  

 GeoStar handled every aspect, keeping Tymex informed, and we are very happy with the results.  As 

was the case with our lighting upgrade, GeoStar provided financing for the entire project and the 

monthly payments have been made from the savings we've realized.  Our electricity supply costs are 

down over 20% and we have saved over $100,000 in electricity costs in the first 8 months since 

projection completion. 

 Additionally, GeoStar was able to save Tymex several thousands of dollars on our insurance expenses.  

GeoStar is always just a phone call or email away to assist Tymex with whatever we need.  I would not 

hesitate to recommend your company engaging with GeoStar.  They are knowledgeable, reliable, and 

true bulldogs on behalf of my company. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Michael Turkovich 

President - Tymex Plastics 

 


